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1. Introduction. 

a. Background. During the summer months, swell from distant storms normally decays to a few 
feet or less by the time it reaches the west coast of orth America, and is often only a slight contributor to 
the tota l significant wave height (with a few significant exceptions, as will be noted later). Instead, wave 
generation along the northern California coast is largely driven by regional and local wind patterns. 
Beardsley, et. al. ( 1987) describes the predominantly low level flow along the California coast in summer. 
Mass, et. a l. ( 1987) describes particular flow regimes in this same region which result in occasional shifts 
in the low level flow along the coast to a souther! y direction. Additionally, Burke and Thompson ( 1996) 
describe a phenomena known as the northerly low level jet. Each of these flow situations are largely driven 
by synoptic and mesoscale features, including coastal topography, but they will not be further discussed 
here. 

Regardless of the particular flow regime, however, the most direct and persistent influence on 
surface winds in this region comes from sea level pressure patterns. Pressure patterns here are typically 
characterized by the presence of a thermally- induced trough along or near the California coast, and the 
persistent eastern north pacific high pressure cell. As a result of these features, moderate to strong pressure 
gradients often develop over the northern California coastal waters. The resultant winds (also influenced 
by the other factors mentioned previously) , depending on their strength, duration, and fetch length and 
orientation, can generate large and/or steep waves in a short period of rime. These rapidly-developing wind 
and wave conditions pose a significant hazard to mariners, especially smaller vessels, and are the primary 
focus of this study. 

Because the thermal trough and eastern north Pacific high are such persistent features in this 
region, long-term averages of winds and waves are potentially very useful in daily forecasting applications. 
In the following study, a detailed climatology of summer (June tlrrough September) wind and wave 
information is presented, based on approximately 20 years of data from IQAA environmental data buoys 
located along the northern California coast (see paragraph 2b, below). Based on this data, long-term 
average values of wind speed and direction, wave height, and dominant period are presented. Historical 
extremes (from the period of study) are also included for wind speed and wave height data. Additionally, 
information on duration of these summer wind and wave events will be presented. 

Finally, a series of short case studies wi ll be presented. These case studies will highlight wind and 
wave characteristics typical of summer wind and wave events along the northern California coast. 
Examples will focus primarily on two types of events: ( I) "periodic" events (dominated by moderate to 
strong diurnal variations in wind speed and wave height), and (2) "rapid-rise" events (characterized by 
longer duration build-ups of wind speed and wave height). 

b. Data. Quality-controlled wind, pressure, and wave data for the months of June tlu·ough 
September, 198 1-2001 was obtained from 1 OAA 's ational Data Buoy Center (l\IDBC) archive files (on
line and CD-ROM). The four buoy locations selected were: #46027 (8 nautical miles west of Crescent 



City), #46022 (17 nautical miles west-southwest of Eureka), #46030 (8 nautical miles west of Cape 
Mendocino), 1 and #460 14 (19 nautical miles northwest of Point Arena). See also Figure 1 for buoy 
locations. Data elements included for analysis in this study include the following variables: 

(I) Wind Speed and Direction (averaged over 8-minute periods), 
(2) Wind Gust (peak wind speed over 8-minute periods), 
(3) Significant Wave Height (average of the highest one-third of wave heights observed in a 20-

minute sampling period), and 
(4) Dominant Period (wave period with maximum energy) 
(5) Atmospheric Pressure (Mean Sea Level) 

.................. ~······ 146030 I· 
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Figure 1. Buoy locations (buoys used for this study shown in yellow). (Note: Buoy #46030 is no longer 
located at position shown; this buoy was relocated off the southern Oregon coast and re-designated as 
#46015.) 

There were occasional periods of missing data throughout the entire period evaluated. Most 
commonly, one or a few elements were missing for relatively short periods (one to several hours). In a few 
cases, however, all data from particular buoys was missing for extended periods (up to several months), 
due to several possible reasons, including sensor or data transmission problems. On rare occasions, buoys 
have broken their moorings in strong storms and gone adrift. In such cases, data transmission is normally 
suspended until the buoy can be returned to service. Appendix I summarizes the data avai labi lity for each 
of the buoys for this study period. 

2. Wind and Wave Averages. 

a. Wind speed and direction. Table I shows the overall maximum sustained wind speeds and 
significant wave heights, along with the number of observations each was based on. Figure 2 shows wind 
speed frequencies (based on all available data for all directions) at each buoy, in terms of increasing speed 
thresholds. Wind speeds for all locations were I 0 knots or greater more than 35 percent of the time (up to 
62 percent of the time for buoy #46030). At higher wind speed thresholds(>= 20 knots), buoys #46027 
and #460 14 tended to dominate. 

Table 1. Maximum observed wind speeds (sustained) and significant wave heights for buoy locations for 
entire period of study (see Appendix I for specific periods of data availability). 

1 Buoy #46030 wem adrift otT Cape Mendocino in September 200 I. It was subsequently moved to a new location west of Cape 
Blanco, Oregon, and redesignated as #46015. 



Buoy Max. Wind Speed (kt) # observations Max. Significant # observations 
Wave Height (ft) 

#46027 44.6 36,05 1 16.1 36, 108 
#46022 31.6 49,859 22.3 48,672 
#46030 38.8 34,635 18.1 31,695 
#46014 34.7 57,032 20.7 56,724 

Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of wind direction. Directions from 031 ° through 130° 
(clockwise) were not included in the analysis, primarily because speeds in this range of directions tended to 
be relatively light. Additionally, winds from these directions have an offshore component, so fetch lengths 
are typically shorter. Therefore, the associated wind-waves tend to be lower than those associated with 
other directions ( 131° clockwise through 030°). Figures 4 and 5 show the overall average and maximum 
wind speed and gust (by direction) for each location. Figures 6 through 9 show wind speed and direction 
frequencies for individual buoy locations. 
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Figure 2. Wind speed frequency (cumulative) for specified thresholds. 
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Figure 5. Maximum wind speed and gust by direction (dashed line denotes missing data). 
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Figure 6. Frequency of wind speed (knots) classified by direction (buoy # 46027). 
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Figure 7. Frequency of wind speed (knots) classified by direction (buoy # 46022). 
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Figure 8. Frequency of wind speed (knots) classified by direction (buoy # 46030). 
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Figure 9. Frequency of wind speed (knots) classified by direction (buoy# 46014). 
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b. Significant wave heights. Long-term averages of significant wave heights along the orthem 
California coast during the summer vary, depending on location and wind direction. This is due, in part, to 
the resultant effects of direction on fetch lengths. Wind directions from the north, south and west (along
shore and on-shore) have longer (potential) fetch lengths than directions from the east (offshore). Figure I 0 
shows the frequency of significant wave heights at each buoy, classified according to wind direction. Data 
for wind directions with a significant offshore component are not included because of the shorter fetch 
lengths involved. As noted above, north to northwest winds, and (to a lesser extent) south to southwest 
winds are also associated with higher average wind speeds. The combination of higher wind speeds, longer 
fetch lengths, and (likely) greater persistence all contribute to higher significant wave heights (i.e. locally 
and regionally wind-generated waves). As noted previously, wind speeds associated with westerly 
directions average lower (only about 3-4 knots) and are less frequent than those from the north to northwest 
or south to southwest. Therefore, despite essentially unlim.ited fe tch lengths, waves associated with 
westerly directions are lower on average. Additionally, although a directional analysis of wind persistence 
was not conducted here, longer wind speed persistence values are probable, due to higher frequencies of 
occurrence (paragraph 2d for a non-directional discussion of wind event durations). 
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c. Dominant wave periods. Figure II shows the frequency of occurrence of dominant wave 
periods. Figure 12 displays the same information, but in a cumulative fashion. As with wave height, wave 

. period is a function of fetch (length and orientation), wind speed, and wind duration. 
The "dominant" wave period is that period associated with the maximum wave energy, and is also 

one of the two period values reported by the buoys (the other is "average period" -- not used here). Other 
period values, associated with "wind wave" and "swell," are derived via a Fourier transform technique 
from the buoy spectral wave data (Tucker, 1991 ), and are not included here. 

As noted previously, and as wi ll be discussed further in the case studies section later, wind speeds 
and durations vary widely during the summer months in this region. Fetch length, however, is typically 
limited to distances on the order of a few hundred miles and, given the predominance of north to northwest 
and (secondarily) south to southwest winds, this commonly results in a fetch orientation parallel to the 

. coast (or nearly so). 
Wind-generated waves are typically characterized by short periods, typically less than about 6 to 8 

seconds. As waves propagate out from the generation (fetch) area, wind waves gradually transition to 
swell; periods tend to become longer and wave heights subside, due to dispersion of energy. As will be 
further discussed in the case studies, one of the most common fetch areas in this area in summer is 
associated with tighter pressure gradients along the far northern California and southern Oregon coasts, as a 
result of interaction between the thermal trough and the northeast Pacific high. Given that the most 
common wind directions here are from the north to northwest, along with the highest average speeds, this 
typically results in shorter fetch lengths at the north end of this area (near buoy #46027), and conversely, 
longer fetch lengths at the southern end (near buoy #46014). Figure 13 shows the variation of dominant 
periods categorized by wind direction. This figure shows the tendency for shorter dominant periods 
(especially at buoy #460 14) with the north to northwest winds so characteristic of this region in summer. 

Based primarily on the variation in fetch length, shorter wave periods should typically be expected 
to the north and longer periods to the south, and the long-term averages in dominant period tend to reflect 
this. Looking at Figure II , shorter dominant periods (especially from about 7 to 8 seconds) are more 
frequent at buoy #46027 than at buoys to the south. At longer periods (from about 8 through II seconds), 
there is a slightly higher frequency of occurrence at the buoys to the south of#46027. At the long end of 
the range, e.g. periods around 16 seconds, the two southern-most buoys in this area (#46030 and #46014) 
show a slightly higher frequency of occurrence than at the two northern buoys (#46027 and #46022). 
Using simple wave decay assumptions, the dominant period would not typically increase by more than a 
few seconds in propagating southward over the distances involved here (maximum distance approximately 
200 miles, from buoy #46027 to #460 14). It may be that conditions south of Cape Mendocino allow for a 
broader spectrum of wave energy to be observed, i.e. the influence of long-period wave energy (due to 
swell from distant storm systems) becomes greater. Because the difference is so slight at these longer 
periods, though, it is not certain that the difference is significant. 
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d. Duration of wind events. Fetch length and orientation tend to be the most persistent factors in 
wave development in this region. So, wind speed and duration become critical factors in determining wave 
growth and decay along the coast. Wind data at each buoy were evaluated to determine how long wind 
speeds in this coastal region persist, based on certain conditions. "High wind events," are defmed here 
using sustained wind speed thresholds of20, 25, and 30 knots, and durations of at least 12 hours 
(consecutive). Although directions are not explicitly included, general observation of the data showed the 
vast majority of events to be of relatively constant direction (i.e. wind directions did not typically vary by 

. more than about 30 degrees when winds were at these levels. Table 2 lists the number of events for each 
buoy, along with maximum sustained wind speed and significant wave height for each event. Figures 14-
17 graphically show the results for each buoy. Clearly, buoys #46027 and #46014, at the north and south 
ends of tlus area, had the greatest number of "high wind" events, and also the greatest number of long
duration events (including a few exceeding 72 hours) were much more frequent). It is important to note 
here that this data may not include the longest durations, highest wind speeds, or highest waves, due to 
occasional long periods of missing data (refer to Appendix X for summary of missing data). Additionally, 
as will be seen in the some of the information presented in the following case studies, longer dominant 
periods (up to 17 seconds) at times indicated that swell from distant sources was a significant contributing 
factor to the high waves observed. 

Table 2. Wind duration summary for specified wind speed thresholds (for events >=12 consecutive 
hours), with maximum wind speed (sustained) and wave height. 

#46027 #46022 #46030 #46014 
w,· d s d (k~ Ill oee t 

~0 ~5 ~0 ~0 ~5 ~0 ~0 ~5 ~0 ~0 ~5 

#Events 139 60 8 13 4 0 10 I 0 180 19 

Max. 
Duration 101 45 20 37 17 N/A 49 I N/A 83 42 
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Max. 

44.6 44.6 44.6 31.6 3 1.2 lA 34.3 3 1.6 /A 34.7 34.7 
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Max. Sig. 
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*Data nussmg. 
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Figure 14. Duration of wind events (buoy # 46027) >= 20 knots and>= 12 hours, with associated 
maximum wind speeds and wave heights (zero-values denote missing data). 
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Figure 15. Duration of wind events (buoy # 46022) >= 20 knots and>= 12 hours, with associated 
maximum wind speeds and wave heights. 
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Figure 16. Duration of wind events (buoy # 46030) >= 20 knots and >= 12 hours, with associated 
maximum wind speeds and wave heights. 
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Figure 17. Duration of wind events (buoy # 46014) >= 20 knots and >= 12 hours, with associated 
maximum wind speeds and wave heights (zero-values denote missing data). 



e. Long-term correlation between pressure gradients (between buoys) and wind speeds (at 
the buoys). Correlation coefficients were calculated using all buoy data available for the summer months 
(June-September) through 200 I , in order to evaluate relative strength and weakness of the long-term 
gradient-wind speed relationships. Consideration was given only to the absolute difference of pressure 

· gradients and their relation to wind speed. Wind direction and orientation of the pressure gradients were 
not evaluated. Correlation coefficients between wind speeds and pressure gradients at the same times were 
calculated. Additionally, correlation coefficients for specified "lag times" (time of observed pressure 
gradient - time of observed wind speed) up to 24 hours were calculated to assess possible predictive value. 
Although buoy #46030 wind and pressure data was available for the period of study, it was not used. As 
noted previously, buoy #46030 is no longer located off Cape Mendocino, and therefore the results of the 
analysis at this particular location are of only limited use for future predictive purposes. The correlation 
coefficient results for the other three buoy locations are given in Figures 18-20. 

Overall, correlation was strongest (r = 0.68) between wind speeds at buoy #460 14 and the buoy 
#46022-46014 pressure gradients with a lag time = 0 hours (pressure gradient and wind speed at the same 
time). T hereafter, correlation coefficients steadily decreased, to 0.40 with a lag time = 24 hours. In some 
cases, however, correlation coefficients actually increased as lag time increased. At buoy #46027, 
correlation coefficients (using #46027-46014 pressure gradients) increased from 0.25 at lag time = 0 hours 
to 0.41 at lag time = 14 hours. Also at bouy #46027, while correlation coefficients initially dropped from 
0.50 (at lag time = 0 hours) to 0. 11 (at lag time = 10 to 12 hours), they then rose back to 0.30 at lag time 
=24 hours, possibly due (at least in part) to repetitive, and at times strongly diurnal wind patterns at this 
location. Other correlation coefficients (as shown below) also showed some increasing tendencies as lag 
time increased, indicating possible predictive value. Pressure gradient and wind speed relationships are 

· evaluated in more detail in some of the case studies to follow. 
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Figure 18. Wind speed (buoy #46027) and pressure gradient (absolute value) correlation coefficients for 
specified " lag times," i.e. pressure gradient at time=t and wind speed at time= t + delta-t) . 
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· Figure 19. Wind speed (buoy #46022) and pressure gradient (absolute value) correlation coefficients for 
specified "lag times," i.e. pressure gradient at time=t and wind speed at time= t + delta-t). 
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Figure 20. Wind speed (buoy #46014) and pressure gradient (absolute value) correlation coefficients for 
specified "lag times," i.e. pressure gradient at time=t and wind speed at time= t + delta-t). 



Appendix 1. Data Inventory. 

("X" denotes avai lable data; b lanks denote periods of missing data) 

Buoy #46014 (19 NM northwest of Pt. Arena) 
Operational Period Mean Sea Level Pressure Wind (Speed/Direction) Wave (height and period) 
(monthlj.em) 

4/8 1-2/83 X X X 

3/83-5/83 X X 
5/83-4/84 X X X 
5/84-6/84 X X 
7/84-4/86 X X X 
5/86 X X 
6/86-3/88 X X X 
4/88 X X 
5/88-9/88 X X X 
1/89 X X X 
2/89-3/89 X X X 
4/89-5/89 X X X 
6/89-1 1/89 X X X 
12/89-1/90 X X X 
2/90-7/90 X X X 
8/90 X X X 
9190 X X X 
I 0/90- 1/91 X X X 
2/9 1 X X X 
3/9 1-4/91 X X X 
5/9 1 X X X 
6/9 1-8/9 1 X X X 
9/9 1- 10/9 1 X X X 
12/9 1 X X X 
6/92-2/93 X X X 
5/93-5/95 X X X 
6/95 X X 
7/95 X X X 
8/95-7/98 X X X 
8/98-11 /98 X X X 
12/98-09/99 X X X 
I 0/99-12/0 I X X X 

Buoy #46022 (17 NM West-Southwest of Eureka) 
Operational Period Mean Sea Level Pressure Wind (Speed/Direction) Wave (height and period) 
(monthlj.eaJ) 
2/83- 12/83 X X X 

1/84 X X 
2/84-9/84 X X X 
9/84- 1/85 X X 
1/85-1 1/86 X X X 
3/87-9/88 X X X 
10/88- 11/88 X X 
12/88- 1/89 X X X 
2/89-5/89 X X X 



6/89-5/90 X X X 
6/90-7/90 X X X 
9/90-1 1/90 X X X 
12/90 X X X 
2/91-9/92 X X X 
10/92-11 /92 X X X 
12/92-3/93 X X X 
5/93-12/93 X X X 
1/94-2/94 
3/94-5/96 X X X 
1/97-3/98 X X X 
7/98-01 /00 X X X 
06/00-12/0 I X X X 

Buoy #46027 (8 NM West of Crescent City) 
Operational Period Mean Sea Level Pressure Wind (Speed/Direction) Wave (height and period) 
(month/ 1ew) 

9/83-3/84 X X 

6/84-1 0/84 X X 
4/85-8/85 X X X 
10/85-8/86 X X X 
11 /86- 12/86 X X X 
1/87-9/88 X X X 
10/88 X X 
11 /88-12/88 X 
3/89-8/89 X X X 
9/89-11 /89 X X 
12/89-6/90 X X X 
7/90-8/90 X X 
9/90-10/91 X X X 

. 12/9 1-3/92 X X X 
4/92-5/93 X X 
9/93-6/95 X X X 
9/95- 12/96 X X X 
9/97- 10/98 X X X 
0 I /99-04/99 X X X 
05/99-10/00 X X X 
I 0/00-12/0 I X X X 

Buoy #46030 (Formerly Near Cape Mendocino) 
Operational Period Mean Sea Level Pressure Wind (Speed/Direction) Wave (height and period) 
(monthl)lea!) 

10/84-1/85 X X 

2/85 X X 
3/85-3/86 X X 
4/86-5/86 X 
8/86-11 /86 X X 
3/88-2/90 X X X 
3/90 X X 
4/90-10/90 X X X 
11190-12/90 X X X 



2/91-10/91 X X X 
12/9 1 X X X 
10/92-7/93 X X X 
8/93 X X 
9/93-2/94 X X X 
3/94-4/94 X X X 
5/94-7/94 
8/94-3/95 X X X 
4/95-5/95 X X 
6/95- 10/97 X X X 
07/98-0 1/99 X X X 
02/99-06/99 X X 
07/99-08/99 
09/99- 11/00 X X X 
12/00-03/0 I X X X 
04/0 1-09/0 I X X X 
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3. Case studies. 

a. Case #1. Periodic Event: Buoys #46027, #46022, #46030, and #46014 (12-23 June 2001). 

(1) Event description: Figures 3a( I) through 3a(4) show the wind speed and wave height trends for 
buoys 46027, 46022, 46030, and 4601 4, respectively, and Figures 3a(5) through 3a(8) show the corresponding wind 
direction and wind speed trends. This event was characterized by strong diurnal variations in both wind speed and 
wave height over an extended period ( 12 consecutive days). 

Winds were typically moderate to strong from the north to northwest at favored times of day, depending on · 
each buoy. Diurnal tendencies were most pronounced during this period at buoy 46027, where wind speeds 
typically varied from near calm in the early moming, to moderate or strong in the early evening. Wind speed 
increases occurred rapidly on most days, especially at buoys 46027 and 46014, where hourly increases up to 14 
knots occurred. For the 12 days as a whole, winds were strongest at buoy 46027, with 9 of the 12 days peaking at or 
above 25 knots (maximum 31 knots with gusts to 39 knots). Conversely, winds were weakest overall at buoy 
46022, where daily wind peaks were typically only about 12-1 5 knots. Diurnal trends were more difficult to assess 
at buoy 46022 due to frequent missing data. 

Wave heights also tended to follow diurnal patterns, generally following the wind trends. Wave heights 
were highest overall at buoy 4601 4, which is not surprising, since its location was near the downwind end of the 
fetch for most of this period. 

(2) General Weather Situation : Figures 3a(9) through 3a(20) show the surface and upper air analyses for 
this event. A strong surface pressure gradient prevailed along the northern California and southern Oregon coasts, 
due to interaction between the thermal trough and high pressure off the coast. The upper air pattern was 
characterized by a series of weak upper level lows moving through the Pacific Northwest, with a generally zonal 
flow over northern California. This pattern persisted until a stronger upper trough moved southeast from the Gulf of 
Alaska near the end of the event. The surface pressure gradients then weakened, as a pair of weak cold fronts 
moved into northwest Califomia in association with the upper n·ough. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of wind speed and wave height. Harmonic analysis was conducted on wind 
speeds and wave heights, with a fundamental period of 24 hours to assess the diurnal trends in a more detailed 
fashion. Analys is was not conducted for buoy 46022 due to frequent missing data. Table 3a and Figures 3a(2 1) 
through 3a(24) summarize the results of the analysis for buoys 46027 and 46014, where diurnal trends were 
strongest. Overall, buoy 46027 showed 4 7 percent of the total variance to be explained by the first harmonic (period 
= 24 hours), with each day individually exceeding 60 percent, and seven days exceeding 80 percent. Concerning 
wave heights for this case, buoy 46027 also displayed the highest percent-variance (23.6%) explained by the first 
harmonic. 

(4) Pressure Gradients. Figures 3a(25) through 3a(27) show wind speeds for buoys #46027, 46030, and · 
4601 4, along with absolute values of the pressure gradients (46027-46022, 46022-46014, and 46027-46014) for this 
event. The actual numerical pressure values appeared to be somewhat suspect, based on comparison with the 
surface pressure analyses in Figures 3a(9)-(20), especially for buoys #46027 and/or #46022. In most cases, the 
46027-46014 pressure difference should have been larger than the 46022-46014 difference (given the observed 
pressure pattems and larger distance between buoys) , but for this period the opposite was generally tme. It is 
possible that there could have been a pressure sensor calibration problem at one or both of the buoys. However, the 
actual pressure values are much less impo11ant than the trends, which do appear to be reasonable. Wind speed data 
for "46022 was not included here, due to frequent periods of missing data. 

Harmonic analysis was also conducted on wind speeds and pressure gradients for this event (Figures 3a(28) . 
thorugh 3a(30)), to better illustrate the timing differences of each cycle, as well as the overall sn·ength of 
re lationships. Similar to the wind speeds, each set of pressure gradients displayed definite diumal tendencies for the 
duration of the event, with the first ham1onic of the 46027-46022 pressure gradients explaining 63.5 percent of the 
observed variance over the 12 days of the event (highest of the three sets of pressure gradients for this event). 
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Figure 3a(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46027 (12-23 June 2001). 
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Figure 3a(2). Same as Figure 3a( l }, but for buoy #46022. Zero-values denote missing data. 
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Figure 3a(3). Same as Figure 3a( l ), but for buoy #46030. 
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Figure 3a(4). Same as Figure 3a( l), but for buoy #460 14. 
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Figure 3a(5). Wind speed and direction, buoy #46027 (June 12-23, 2001). 
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Figure 3a(6). Same as Figure 3a(5), but for buoy #46022. Zero-values (speed) denote missing data. 
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Figure 3a(7). Same as Figure 3a(5), but for buoy #46030. 
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Figure 3a(8). Same as Figure 3a(5), but for buoy #46014. 
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Figure 3a(9). Surface analysis (left) and 500 mb analysis (right): 1200Z, 12 June 2001. 
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Table 3a. Time of peak amplitude and percent-variance explained by the first harmonics of wind speed and wave 
height (period = 24 hours) at buoys #46027 and #46014 (12-23 June 2001). 

#46027 #46014 

Day 

1 
. 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

ALL 

s; 

Wiud Wave Wiud 
Time Percent Time Percent Time Percent 
(Z) Variance (Z) Variance (Z) Variance 

Explained Explained Explained 
0500 67.7% 0142 69.6 1830 72.7% 
0142 80.4% 0436 88.7 0830 58.2% 
0100 77.4% 0118 58.2 1048 44.9% 
0206 81.3% 0142 61.5 1000 77.4% 
0112 86.8% 0236 84.1 1224 71.3% 
0242 90.5% 0418 87. 1 0842 72.1% 
0200 77.0% 0342 74.6 0906 76.8% 
0200 74.7% 0436 75.7 0848 76.3% 
0042 84.3% 0200 84.2 0718 51.6% 
0354 87.4% 0024 67.5 0548 47.1% 
0400 83.2% 0506 65.9 1254 50.9% 
0342 71.9% 0512 67.7 1318 72.1% 
0206 47.2% 0312 23.6 1042 22.0% 
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Figure 3a(21). Harmonic analysis of wind speed data, Buoy #46027, 12-23 June 2001. 
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Figure 3a(22). Harmonic analysis of wave height data, buoy #46027, 12-23 June 2001. 

Wave 
Time Percent 
(Z) Variance 

Explained 
2142 56.7 
0454 43.8 
0000 9.4 
0748 55. 1 
0730 19.6 
0600 73.0 
0530 21.3 
0436 61.2 
0430 60.4 
0200 46.1 
0606 75.5 
0745 14.7 
0530 6.8 
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Figure 3a(23). Harmonic analysis of wind speed data, buoy #460 14, 12-23 June 2001. 
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Figure 3a(24). Harmonic analysis of wave height data, buoy #460 14, 12-23 June 2001 . 
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Figure 3a(25). Wind speed (#46027) and pressure gradients (between buoys), 12-23 June 2001. 
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Figure 3a(26). Wind speed (#46030) and pressure gradients (between buoys), 12-23 June 2001. 
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Figure 3a(27). Wind speed (#46014) and pressure gradients (between buoys) , 12-23 June 2001. 
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Figure 3a(28). First harmonics of wind speed (#46027) and pressure gradient magnitudes (#46027-46022), 12-23 
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Figure 3a(29). First harmonics of wind speed (#46030) and pressure gradient magnitudes (#46027-46014 and 
#46022-46014), 12-23 June 2001. 
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Figure 3a(30). First harmonics of wind speed (#460 14) and pressure gradient magnitudes (#46022-46014 and 
#46027-460 14), 12-23 June 2001. 



· b. Case #2. Rapid Rise in Wave Height: Buoy #46022 (13-16 July 1982). 

(1) Event description: Figure 3b( J) shows wind speed and wave height trends for this case, 
while Figure 3b(2) shows wind speed and direction trends. In contrast to the previous case, this four-day 
event showed weaker overall diurnal characteristics, lower wind speeds (maximum sustained speeds near 
2 1 knots), and the slowest rates of increase in wind speed among the cases analyzed in this study ( 4. 7 
knots/ I hour, 5 knots/3 hours, and 8.5 knots/6 hours). The primary significance of this event was in the 
sustained build up of wave heights, initially from about 3 feet late on day 1 to near 13 feet early on day 3. 
Even more significant, wave heights built rapidly at times, with maximum increases of 4.3 feet/3 hours, 
among the most rapid of rates observed in the cases evaluated in this study. This event also had the largest 
1-hour increase, 3.3 feet on day 4, culminating in the overall peak wave height for this case ( 15.4 feet). 
The wave height increases observed were likely due to a combination of local wind wave generation and 
contribution from waves propagating down the coast from the north. 1 

Winds speeds increased late o n day I (afternoon hours) as pressure gradients intensified (see 
General Weather Description, below), up to 12 knots by early evening of day 2, then increased further, to 
18 knots in the early morning hours on day 3. Wind directions were consistently from the north or north
northwest, except early in the morning on day I, when light northeast to east-northeast winds observed. As 
noted above, wave heights steadily built begirUling on the evening hours on day 2, lagging behind the initial 
wind increase by several hours. After the initial increase in both wind speed and wave height through day 
3, diurnal characteristics became more evident, with the highest wind speeds and wave heights for this 
event observed during the late night and early morning hours on days 4 and 4. 

(2) General Weather Situation: Figures 3b(3) through 3b(6) show the surface and upper air 
analyses for this event. As indicated by the sequence of mean sea level pressure analyses for this event, 
pressure gradients intensified along the northern California coast on days 1-2, due to an intensification of 
the east Pacific high (west of Washington state) and a simultaneous in tensification of the thermal trough 
over interior California. During the same time frame, an upper low over the northeast Pacific shifted east 

. over Vancouver Island, and an upper ridge amplified behind it along 145° west long itude. Surface pressure 
gradients further intensified on day 3 as the thermal trough shifted near the central California coast and the 
east Pacific high shifted east toward Vancouver Island. An upper level trough, trailing south from the upper 
low along the Pacific northwest coast on days 1-2, continued to lag behind over northwest Califo rnia and 
southwest Oregon on days 3-4, even as the parent upper low continued to move east a long the Canadian 
border. Surface pressure gradients began to weaken on day 4, as the east Pacific high moved west and the 
thermal trough shifted further inland (east). 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of wind speed and wave height: Table 3b and Figures 3b(7) and 3b(8) 
show the harmonic analyses for wind speed and wave height for this event. As mentioned above, this event 
showed generally weaker diurnal tendencies than in the previous case (June 2001 ), with an overall percent
variance explained by the first harn10nic (period = 24 hours) of only 5.3 percent for wind speeds, and only 
1.3 percent for wave heights. Similar to other events, though, the overall rising trends in wind speed and 
wave height obscured the diurnal cycle. On individual days, 66 to 86.5 percent of the variance was 
explained by the wind speed first harmonic, with the highest value on day 4. Concerning wave heights, the 
percent-variance explained by the first harmonics ranged from 43.5 to 67.2 percent, again with the highest 
value on day 4. The overall percent-variance explained by the first harn10nics for both wind speed and 
wave height were probably low because of the large dai ly variation in times of peak amplitude, but the 
analysis nevertheless generally indicates a diurnal cycle with an early morning maximum in both wind 
speed and wave height, superimposed on the overall rising trends. 

1 Assessment based primarily on surface pressure analyses, since data from buoy 46027 (80 miles north of 
buoy 46022) was not avai lable for this period. 
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Figure 3b(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46022 (13-16 July 1982). 
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Figure 3b(2). Wind direction and speed, buoy #46022 (13- 16 July 1982). 
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Figure 3b(3). Surface analysis (left) and 500mb analysis (right): 1200Z, 13 July 1982 . 
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Figure 3b(S). Same as Figure 3b(3), but for 15 July 1982. 
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Table 3b. Time of peak amplitude and percent-variance explained by the fust harmonics of wind speed 
and wave height (period = 24 hours) at buoy #46022 (13-16 July 1982). 

Wind Wave 
Day Time (Z) Percent-Variance Time (Z) Percent-Variance 

Explained Explained 
0336 79.7% 0542 60.6% 

2 1730 66.0% 1800 66.6% 
3 1224 78.7% 1430 43.5% 
4 1042 86.5% 0812 67.2% 

ALL 1206 5.3% 1248 1.3% 

Figure 3b(7). Harmonic analysis of wind speed data, buoy #46022, 13-16 July 1982. 
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· Figure 3b(8). Harmonic analysis of wave height data, buoy #46022, 13-16 July 1982. 



c. Case #3. Rapid Rise Event: Buoy #46022 (9-20 September 1988). 

(1) Event description: This 12-day event is acrually two separate, but very similar events ("sub
events") which occuned only a few days apart (see Figures 3c( I) and 3c(2) for wind speed, direction, and 
wave height trends). Because of their similar characteristics and close separation, they are described 
together. Each of these sub-events was characterized by rapid increases in wind speed (up to 12.2 knots/3 
hours; 17.3 knots/6 hours) and sustained build-up of wave heights over periods of about 48 hours (with 
maximum rates of increase of up to 3.3 feet/3 hours and 4.6 feet/ 6 hours), followed by similarly rapid 
decreases. Each sub-event was about 3 days in duration. The first sub-event began late on day 1, with 
wind speeds rising from 2 knots late in the afternoon and through about 0600Z (2300 PDT) on day 2. 
Winds temporari ly decreased during the following morning, then rose again, peaking at 28 knots during the 
afternoon and evening hours of days 2-3 (peak gusts to 36 knots) . Winds then dropped sharply through 
about 1200Z (0500 PDT) on day 3, to 9- 12 knots. Although another rise occurred later on day 3 (to near 20 
knots), the overall trend in wind speeds was downward, falling back to around 3 knots early on day 4. 

Wave heights, already 6 to 8 feet on the first day, built further-- peaking at 15.4 feet (with 
dominant periods of about 9 seconds) during the afternoon and evening hours on days 2-3. As the wind 
decreased overnight into day 3, wave heights also subsided rapidly, to near 5 feet by late on day 4. 

Wind speeds remained lower on days 5 through 7 (maximum sustained wind speeds about 13- 17 
knots-- strongest late night and early moming hours), while wave heights continued to slowly subside from 
5 to 3 feet. Sustained wind speeds then began another steady increase on day 8, rising more or less 
continuously from about 2 knots to a peak of29.5 knots (gusts to 37.6 knots) late in the afternoon and early 
evening of day 9. 

Wind speeds were strongest when from the north to north-northwest. When winds decreased 
(typically around 1200Z, or 0500 PDT), directions tended to rurn to the north-northeast. Between the two 
major wind/wave peaks in this case, winds rumed to the south-southwest and rose to 15-20 knots on days 5-
6 as the thermal tTough shifted off the coast. 

Wave heights in this second sub-event (beginning o n day 8) initia lly rose abmptly, then more 
steadily to 11-1 2 feet by OOOOZ ( 1700 PDT) on day 9, then more gradually to a peak near 14 feet by 0300Z 
(2000 PDT) on day 10 (with dominant periods of 8.3 seconds, slightly shorter than the previous peak on 
days 2-3). Winds and waves then again fell rapidly, to about 2 knots and 3-4 feet on day II. A third buildup 
of wind and waves apparently began on day 12, but is not described here. 

(2) General Weather Situation: Figures 3c(3) tlu·ough 3c(l4) show the surface and 500mb 
analyses for this event. As mentioned above, this case is rea lly two separate events, and this is a lso clearly 
seen in the changing narure of the associated weather patterns. On day I, an upper level trough was located 
just off the Pacific 1orthwest and far northern California coasts, with surface high pressure centered west 

· of Washington state, and a weak them1al trough inland and near the coast over California. On days 2-3, the 
upper trough shifted inland and was replaced by a strongly amplified upper ridge over the northeast Pacific. 
As the upper ridge built, an associated surface ridge developed over the Pacific 1 orthwest, while the 
thermal trough remained nearly stationary. Because of the surface ridge to the north, pressure gradients 
increased strong ly over the far northern California and southern Oregon coasts. The upper ridge weakened 
on days 4-5, with the thermal trough moving to the California coast, and also northward off the Oregon and 
Washington coasts, thus relaxing the pressure gradients and ending the first of these two events. On days 
5-6, another upper trough moved near the coast, then inland by day 8, and was again followed by a strongly 
amplified upper ridge over the northeast Pacific. The surface pattern for this second event also followed a 
similar sequence (compared to the first event). 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of Wind Speed and Wave Height: Table I and Figures 3c( 15) through 
3c( l6) show the harmonic analysis results (wind speed and wave height, period = 24 hours) for this event. 
Similar to Case #2, this pair of events was not characterized by strong diurnal trends overall, due to the 
changing weather patterns described above. For this case overall, the percent-variance explained by the 
first harmonic (wind speeds; period = 24 hours) was near zero. Again, though, individual days showed 
stronger diurnal character, between 60 and 80 percent on days 3, 7, 9, and I 0 (September II , 15, 17, and 
18, respectively), and less than 50 percent on the other days. Overall, harmonic analysis showed no 
particularly favored time of day for stronger/weaker wind speeds --again, likely due to the constantly 
changing weather pattern. Similarly, harmonic analysis of wave heights for this case showed no dominant 



trends. The percent-variance explained by the first harmonic was between 60 and 80 percent on days 3, 4, 
8, and I 0- 12, and less than 40 percent on other days. 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Figure 3c( 17} shows the time-series of wind speeds at buoy #46022, 
along with pressure gradients (i.e. absolute magnitudes) between buoys #46027 and 460 14, about 80 miles 
north and 120 miles south, respectively. The 46027-46014 pressure gradients rapidly increased during the 
first event (days 2-3), but lagged behind the increase in wind speed by several hours, peaking at 7.3 mb at 
0700Z (midnight PDT) on day 3, or about 5-7 hours after the wind peak. In contrast, 46027-46014 pressure 
gradients during the second event began rising a few hours before the wind speed began rising, and 
continued to rise strongly through days 8- 10, peaking at 9.3 mb at 0600Z (2300 PDT) on day 10. Despite 
the initial tendency for the 46027-460 14 pressure gradient increases to precede the increases in wind speed 
in the second event, the peak pressure gradient eventually occurred about 5 hours after the peak in 
sustained wind speed, similar to the first event. It is also noteworthy to mention that the 46027-46014 
pressure gradients observed during the second event in this case were among the strongest observed for all 
the cases analyzed in this study. For reasons noted previously, harmonic analysis of the pressure gradients 
was not conducted for this case. 

(5) Upstream/Downstream Conditions: During the period of this case, strong winds also 
generated large waves at buoys 46027 (80 nliles no1th) and 46014 ( 120 miles south). At buoy 27, winds 
were even srronger than at buoy 22 (this case); average sustained wind speeds were 15 knots, wi th peak 
sustained winds close to 35 knots, and peak gusts of more than 40 knots. Wave heights at buoy 27 
averaged 6.5 feet, with peak wave heights of 11.8 feet. Given an average period of 8.3 seconds at buoy 27 
(with waves~ 10 feet), this would indicate waves decaying only about 2 feet between buoys 27 and 22 (i.e. 
up to 8-10 foot decayed waves arriving at buoy 22). Assuming a 200 nautical mile fetch and a sustained 
wind speed of 25 knots (probably excessive for this case, but useful for illustration), the theoretical fu lly 
developed wave height would be about I 0 feet after 24 hours, sti ll about 5 feet less than the peak observed 
at buoy 22 for this case. It is possible tJ1at winds between buoys 27 and 22 could have been stronger, 
leading to larger waves upstream. It is also possible that long period swell from well outside the area could 
have conrributed to the wave heights observed. Begim1ing on day 5 and continuing into day 6, a dominant 
period of around 14 seconds emerged, but the significant wave height at this time was only around 4 feet. 
Considering that, overall, wave heights rose as wind speeds rose (and vice-versa), it is probably reasonable 
to assume that the conrribution from long period swell was negligible. 

Downstream effects (contribution from waves generated near buoy 22 propagating south): 
Assuming a donlinant period of 8.6 seconds at buoy 22 (average based donlinant periods with wave heights 
~ 12 feet) and peak waves of 12 to 15 feet, waves up to I 0-12 feet could be expected to arrive downstream 
at buoy 14. Sustained winds at buoy 14 during this period averaged slightly less than at buoy 22 ( 11.6 
knots, with a peak of29.1 knots, and peak gusts to 38.6 knots). Given average wave heights of7.1 feet at 
buoy 14 (peak wave heights of 14.4 feet), the upstream contribution (from near buoy 22) would again help 
to explain the wave heights actually observed. 
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Figure 3c(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46022 (9-20 September 1988). 
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Figure 3c(2). Wind speed and direction, buoy #46022 (9-20 September 1988). 
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Figure 3c(3). Surface analysis (left} and 500 mb analysis (right): 1200Z, 9 September 1988 . 
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Figure 3c(4). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for I 0 September 1988. 
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Figure 3c(5). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for II September 1988. 
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Figure 3c(6). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 12 September 1988. 

Figure 3c(8). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 14 September 1988. 



Figure 3c(9). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 15 September 1988. 

Figure 3c(10). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 16 September 1988. 

Figure 3c(ll). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 17 September 1988. 
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Figure 3c{l2). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 18 September 1988. 
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Figure 3c(13). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 19 September 1988. 

Figure 3c(14). Same as Figure 3c(3), but for 20 September 1988. 



Table 3c. Time of peak amplitude and percent-variance explained by the first harmonics of wind speed 
and wave height (period= 24 hours) at buoy #46022 (9-20 September 1988). 

Wind Sr~.eed Wave Hei~ht 

Day Time (Z) Percent Variance Time (Z) Percent Variance 
ExEiained ExEiained 

1 1242 33.6% 1754 25.1% 
2 1848 9.2% 1842 21.0% 
3 0212 78.7% 0536 67.0% 
4 0106 35.2% 0648 69.7% 
5 0936 30.6% 0542 24.9% 
6 0248 47.5% 0706 39.7% 
7 1348 79.2% 2336 10.6% 
8 1524 40.2% 1848 73.1% 
9 1842 60.5% 1730 4.0% 
10 0618 73.5% 0636 62.5% 
11 2312 16.0% 0418 78.4% 
12 1530 40.5% 1806 66.2% 

All 0206 0.2% 0424 0.1 % 
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Figure 3c(15). Harmonic analysis of wind speed data, buoy #46022, 9-20 September 1988. 
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Figure 3c(16). Harmonic analysis of wave height data, buoy #46022, 9-20 September 1988. 
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Figure 3c(17). Wind speed (buoy #46022) and pressure gradient (absolute magnitudes) for buoys #46027-
46022, 46022-460 14, and 46027-46014, 9-20 September 1988. 



d. Case #4. Rapid Rise Event: Buoy #46022 (3-6 June 1991). 

(1) Event description: W ind speed, direction, and wave height data for this event are shown in 
Figures 3d( I) and 3d(2). This event, although displaying only moderate rates of rise in wind speed and 
wave height, is nevertheless characterized as a "rapid rise event," one which culminated in the second
highest wave height (19.0 feet) of all the cases analyzed in this study, and among the highest observed for 
the entire period of study (maximum at buoy #46022: 22.3 feet). Wind directions remained consistently 
from the north to north-northwest tlu·ough the period. Wind speeds initially increased during the overnight 
hours on day I , from I 0 to 25 knots in I 0 hours. Wave heights also rose during the same time frame, from 
8 to 13 feet. Wind speeds then leveled off for the next 18 hours (through the morning of day 2), averaging 
near 20 knots. Wave heights a lso leveled off, but only temporarily, remaining near 13 feet for about 9 
hours (through the early evening on day I), then again rising, to the overall peak of 19 feet at 0700Z (0 I 00 
PDT) on day 2. Wave heights then subsided, to near 13 feet on the afternoon of day 2. Even as the wave 
heights steadily came down, though, wind speeds steadily rose, from about 20 knots on the morning day 2 
to a peak of 3 1 knots in the early evening (0 I OOZ, or 1800 PDT) of day 3. About 6 hours after the winds 
began to rise, wave height trends also reversed, now rising again, from 13 feet in the afternoon of day 2 to 
18.4 feet at 0400Z (2 1 00 PDT) on day 3. As described below ("Upstream/Downstream Conditions"), even 
stronger winds upstream likely made a very significant contribution to those observed here. 

(2) General Weather Situation: Surface and upper air analyses for this event are shown in 
Figures 3d(3) through 3d(6). An upper level low north of Vancouver Island moved slowly east on days I 
and 2, then dropped south on days 3 and 4 , merging with a weaker upper low which had been moving east 
over the Pacific between 25 and 30 degrees north latitude, toward the Baja California coast. The surface 
thermal trough on day I was located well inland over northern California, but shifted west to the coast 
(south of Cape Mendocino) by day 2. To the north, a surface ridge built east over the Pacific 1 orthwest, 
sharply increasing surface pressure gradients along the far northern California and southern Oregon coasts. 
As the (now merged) upper low dri fted south into eastern Oregon on day 4 , pressure gradients along the 
coast began to weaken. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of Wind Speed a nd Wave Height: Table I and Figures 3d(7) and 3d(8) 
show the harmonic analysis results for this case. For the four days as a whole, this case demonstrated only 
weak diurnal characteristics, with only 1.3 percent of the total variance explained by the firs t harmonic for 
wind speed (period = 24 hours), and 4.5 percent for wave height. On a day-to-day basis, however, the 
diurnal tendencies were much more obvious, with each individual 24 hour period having a percent-variance 
explained by the first harmonic of between 53 and 67 percent for wind speeds, and 5 1 to 81 percent for 
wave height. The times of maximum amplitude (overall) were near 17Z (I 000 PDT) for wind speed and 
05Z (0 I 00 PDT) for wave height 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Figure 3d(9) shows wind speeds and pressure gradients between buoys 
#46027 and #460 14 (27-14) during this event. The 27-1 4 pressure gradients began rising a few hours 
before winds at buoy #46022 began increasing, but they temporarily leveled off near 3.4 mb. 
Simultaneously, pressure gradients fe ll between buoys #46027 and #46022, and between buoys #46022 and 
#460 14. Even so, wind speeds continued to rise for the next 5 hours. At about OOZ ( 1700 PDT) on day 2, 
with wind speeds having been relatively steady near 20 knots for about I 0 hours, the 27- 14 pressure 
gradients again began to rise steadily. Wind speeds rose sharply about 12 hours later, on day 2 (at 1200Z, 
or 0500 PDT). W ind speeds then continued to rise, along with the 27-14 pressure gradients, until both 
peaked at 0 I Z ( 1800 PDT) on day 3, at 3 1 knots and 8.9 mb. From this point, the 27- 14 gradients trended 
steadily downward until the evening hours on day 4 . Here again, pressure gradients increased prior to the 
wind speeds, but this time only about 2 hours before. In this case, the 27- 14 pressure gradients rose only 
moderately, from about 0.5 mb to 3 mb, while the wind speed increased from about I 0 knots to 2 1 knots. 
The 27-14 pressure gradients and wind speeds then (both) continued downward . 

(5) Upstream/Downstream Conditions: There appeared to be no significant contribution to 
wa\·e heights from swell generated well outside the local area. There had been no hurricanes in the eastern 
Pacific, and there was no evidence of significant large swell from other sources. At buoy #46027 (about 80 
miles north), winds were even stronger than the maximum 3 1 knots observed here. Winds at buoy #46027 



during this period averaged 25.8 knots (compared to 18.3 knots at buoy #46022), with maximum sustained 
winds of 37.2 knots and gusts to near 4 7 knots (compared to 31.2 knots sustained and gusts near 40 knots at 
buoy #46022). Wave heights at buoy #46027 averaged 10.2 feet, with a dominant period of7.8 seconds, 
compared to 12.3 feet at 9.2 seconds at buoy #46022). Maximum wave heights at buoy #46027 reached 
14.1 feet at 8.3 seconds (dominant period at time of maximum wave height), compared to 19 feet at 10 

. seconds at buoy #46022 . Assuming pure decay alone, these wave heights (at buoy #46027) would have 
produced waves of about 8 feet at 9 seconds (average) and about 12 feet at 9 seconds (maximum). 
Upstream winds had obviously built waves to much greater heights though, further building upon the 
already large waves moving into the area around buoy #46022 on day 2. 

Downstream effects: Winds downstream at buoy #46014 (120 miles south) averaged 19.3 knots, slightly 
higher than at buoy #46022, but maximum sustained winds were considerably lower (28.5 knots with peak 
gusts to 35.5 knots). Waves averaged 11 .2 feet at 9.5 seconds at buoy #460 14, with peak waves of 15.4 to 
15.7 feet at 9 to 10 seconds (dominant period at time of maximum wave height). Again, from a pure decay 

. standpoint, waves arriving from upstream at buoy #460 14 of approximately 10 feet at 10 seconds (average) 
and 16 feet at II seconds (maximum) could be expected. Conversely, from a purely local wave generation 
standpoint (assuming an average 20 knot wind speed for 24 hours and an upstream fetch of 120 miles), 
approximately 6-foot waves could be expected at buoy #460 14. Adding these waves together, wave 
heights of about 16 feet could be expected, only slightly higher than actually observed. 
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Figure 3d(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46022 (3-6 June 1991) . 
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Figure 3d(2). Wind speed and direction, buoy #46022 (3-6 June 1991). 
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Figure 3d(5). Same as Figure 3d(3), but for 5 June 1991. 





Table 3d. Time of peak amplitude and percent-variance explained by the fust harmonics of wind speed 
and wave height (period= 24 hours) at buoy #46022 (3-6 June 199 1 ). 

Wind Wave 
Day Time (Z) Percent-Variance Time (Z) Percent-Variance 

Explained Explained 
I 1506 66.1% 1830 66.1% 
2 1954 61.5% 0900 51.7% 
3 03 18 67.0% 0606 8 1.1% 
4 1306 53.7% 0642 57.3% 

ALL 1724 1.3% 0442 4.5% 
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· Figure 3d(7). Harmonic analysis of wind speed data, buoy #46022, 3-6 June 1991 . 
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Figure 3d(8). Harmonic analysis of wave height data, buoy #46022, 3-6 June 1991. 
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Figure 3d(9). Wind speed (buoy #46022) and pressure gradients (between buoys), 3-6 June 1991. Zero
values denote missing data. 



e. Case #5. Periodic Event: Buoy #46022 (5-12 July 1993). 

(1) Event description: Figures 3e( l ) and 3e(2) show the wind speed, direction, and wave heights 
for this event. Similar to Case # I (June 200 1), this case is classified as a "periodic" event, due to its 
repetitive (diurnal) character. Peak sustained wind speeds over this 8-day event were not excessively 
strong (2 1.1 knots with peak gusts of 26.6 knots), but they followed a very similar patte rn each day, 
typically ris ing overnight, from an early evening minimum of 4 to 8 knots to an early morning maximum 
around 20 knots. Speeds rose and fell rapidly on most days during the event (maximum 3-hour and 6-hour 
rates of increase: I 0 knots and 16 knots, respectively). As with most other events evaluated, wind 
directions were predominantly north or north-northwest when moderate or strong wind speeds prevailed 
(late nig ht and moming tlu·ough afternoon). With lighter wind speeds (evenings), north-northeast 
directions were common. 

Wave heights also typically followed a diurnal pattern, but to a lesser extent than the winds. Seas 
rose and fell moderately each of the first three days, with an overall upward trend, starting at about 8 feet 
on day 1, to an overall peak of 16.1 feet on day 3. As noted in previous cases at buoy 46022, the timing of 
rises and falls appeared to be strongly influenced by large waves generated upstream and propagating south 
along the coast, since the peak height on most days occurred before the wind peak. On days 4 through 7, 
the diurnal wave height trend was weaker, with a daily range of only 3 to 4 feet. A general downward trend 
then began about midway tlu·ough day 7 and continued through day 8 (end of the event). 

(2) General Weather Situation: Surface and upper air analyses for this event are shown in 
Figures 3e(3) tlu·ough 3e( I 0). The upper air pattern for most of this event was characterized by a strong 
ridge over the east Pacific, with a broad upper trough located over the central Uni ted States. The surface 
pattern was also quite persistent, with the thermal trough near to, or just inland from the northern California 
coast, and ridg ing extending eastward from the east Pacific high across the Pacific 1orthwest. Moderate to 
strong pressure gradients prevailed along the far not1hem Califomia and southern Oregon coasts. An upper 
low developed over southeast Alaska on day 5 and moved south along the British Columbia coast on days 6 
and 7, then through the Pacific orthwest on day 8. By late on day 8, pressure gradients began to relax. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of W ind Speed and Wave Height: Table I and Figures 3e( II ) and 
3e( 12) show the harmonic analys is results for wind speeds and wave heights during this event. For wind 
speeds over the entire eight days, the fust harmonic (period = 24 hours) explained 56.5 percent of the 
variance. This figure is even higher than the overall47 percent observed for Case I (buoy 27, June 2001 ). 
The percent-variance explained on individual days ranged from about 38 percent to about 89 percent (3 of 8 
days exceeded 80 percent). According to the analysis, minimum wind speeds occurred at about 03Z (2000 
PDT) and the maximum occurred at about 15Z (0800 PDT). 

As noted previously, wave heights also showed diurnal character, but to a lesser extent than the 
local (buoy #46022) winds. Overall, the first harmonic explained only about 18 percent of the variance, but 
two of the days exceeded 70 percent. Maximum wave heights occurred be tween 09Z and IOZ (0200-0300 
PDT) and the minimum occurred between 21 Z and 22Z ( 1400- 1500 PDT). 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Pressure data from buoy #46027 (80 miles north) was miss ing during 
this event. Therefore, only the gradients between buoys #46022 and #460 14 ( 120 miles south) were 
analyzed . Figure 3e( 13) shows the wind speeds at buoy #46022 and the pressure gradients between buoys 
#46022 and #460 14 (22-14), with their respective first harmonics superimposed. About 27 percent of the 
total variance in the pressure gradient data was explained by the first harn1onic (period = 24 hours). Large 
changes in amplitude due to the stronger peaks near the beginning and end of the event (5.5 and 6.1 mb) 
likely contributed to the low overall percent-variance explained. Overall, the maximum amplitude occuned 
at about 05Z (2200 PDT), about I 0 hours prior to each day's wind maximum. Referring back to Figure 19 
(paragraph 2e). this appears to be consistent with the long-tem1 correlation coefficients calculated between 
wind speed at buoy #46022 and the 22-14 pressure gradients. This figure indicated a relative maximum in 
correlation between the 22-14 pressure gradients and wind speeds eight hours later. It is difficult to say 
whether or not the daily 22-14 pressure gradient data could be used as a re liable predictor of subsequent 
wind speeds, however, as this case did not evaluate any additional data in the days just before or just after 
the 8-day event. Also, day-to-day increases/decreases in maximum 22-1 4 gradients were not consistently 



followed by higher/lower wind speeds. A more thorough evaluation of pressure gradients and wind speeds, 
including gradient data to the north (using buoy #46027) would be beneficial. 

(5) Upstream/Downstream Conditions: Upstream data (from buoy #46027) was miss ing during 
this event. As implied by the sea level pressure analyses, however, it appears likely that strong winds 
developed to the north of buoy 46022 during this event (probably at diurnally-favored times, as described 
in Case # I). Local winds (at buoy #46022) were not sufficiently strong enough, or of long enough duration 
to generate waves of the heights seen here (up to 16 feet). As noted above, this seems to be supported by 
the fact that daily wave height peaks during this case preceded daily wind maxima by about 5 hours 
(according to the harmonic analyses). 

Downstream conditions: Wind speeds at buoy #460 14 ( 120 miles south) averaged I 0.4 knots, 
about 2 knots less than at buoy 46022 during the same period. Peak winds were somewhat stronger, though 
(26.4 knots with gusts to 32 knots). Wave heights at buoy #460 14 averaged 9.6 feet (with an average 9.6 
second dominant period), and reached or exceeded 10 feet about 40 percent of the time (maximum 12.8 
feet). These conditions are consistent with what would be reasonably expected, due to simple decay over 
the distance between buoys #46022 and #460 14. If the timing (of higher wind speeds downstream from 
buoy #46022) were optimum, however, much higher waves than those observed could have developed 
downstream, building possibly by several feet on top of the (decaying) waves arriv ing from further 
upstream. 
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July 5 , 1 993 

Figure 3e(3). Surface analys is (left) and 500 mb analysis (right), 5 July 1993 . 
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July 6 , 1 993 

Figure 3e(4). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for 6 July 1993. 

July 7, 1993 

Figure 3e(S). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for 7 July 1993. 



July 8 , 1 993 

Figure 3e(6). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for 8 July 1993. 

July 9, 1993 

Figure 3e(7). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for 9 July 1993. 
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July 10 , 1993 

Figure 3e(8). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for I 0 July 1993. 



July 11 , 1993 

Figure 3e(9). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for II July 1993. 

J~Liy I 2 , I 9 9 3 

Figure 3e(l 0). Same as Figure 3e(3), but for 12 July 1993. 



Table 3e. Time of maximum amplitude and percent-variance explained by the first harmonics of wind 
speed and wave height data (5-12 July 1993). 

Wiud Wave 
Day Time (Z) Percent-Variance Time (Z) Percent-Variance 

Explained Explained 

1 15 18 52.9% 1142 38.0% 
2 1500 38.4% 0724 72.9% 
3 1430 82.4% 0854 57.4% 
4 15 12 83.9% 1400 0.1 % 
5 1436 88.6% 0730 48.3% 
6 1400 66.0% 0900 45.5% 
7 1506 67.3% 1006 75.5% 
8 1506 37.7% 0642 48.8% 

ALL 1448 56.5% 0936 18.3% 
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Figure 3e(ll). Harmonic analysis of wind speed, buoy #46022 (5-12 July 1993). 

Figure 3e(12). Harmonic analysis of wave heights, buoy #46022 (5-1 2 July 1993). 
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Figure 3e(13). Wind speeds (buoy #46022) and pressure gradients (absolute values) between buoys 
#46022 and 46014, with respective fust harmonics superimposed (5-12 July 1993). 



f. Case #6. Rapid Rise: Buoy #46014 (15-18 July 1987). 

(1) Event description: Figures 3 f(l) and 3f(2) show wind speed, direction, and wave heights for 
this event. This case is characterized by a sustained strong rise in wind speed and wave heights. Wind 
speed increases over 6-hour periods were the highest of any of the cases evaluated (maximum 19.2 knots). 
Although rates of increase in wave height were only moderate, the close coincidence and sustained narure 
of the increases in both wind and wave height are noteworthy. On day-1 of this event, winds were variable 
up to about 12 knots, and wave heights were steady around 5 feet. Beginning around 23Z ( 1700 PDT) on 
day I, wind speeds rose sharply, then continued to rise to about 24 knots by 07Z (0000 PDT) on day 2. 
After briefly falling back to near 20 knots around 14Z (0700 PDT), winds again increased (through day 2), 
rising to a peak of30-32 knots (gusts to 42 knots) from 23Z to OI Z ( 1600-1 800 PDT) on days 2-3 . Wave 
heights began rising about 6 hours before the initial wind speed increase (during the afternoon hours on day 
I), then rose more rapidly, generally following wind speed trends, with maximum 6-hour increases of 4.3 
feet. Wave heights peaked at 15.4 feet, at very nearly the same time as the peak wind. Wind directions 
followed similar trends compared to other cases, though tended to be more northwesterly with stronger 

· wind speeds. At the end of the event, directions ntrned south to southwest (see '"General Weather Sintation, 
below"). 

(2) General Weather Situation: Figures 3f(3) tlu·ough 3f(6) show the mean sea level pressure 
and upper air patterns for this event. The upper air sintation on day I was dominated by a broad trough 
over northwestern Canada, wi th upper lows over southeast Alaska and northern Alberta. The southeast 
Alaska low briefly opened up to a trough on day 2 and shifted south to Vancouver Island and Washington 
state. On days 3 and 4, a cutoff upper low developed from this trough, then dropped further south, to the 
California-Oregon border. A surface cold front to the south of the upper trough was located over 
southwestern Canada on day I, then dropped further south into the intermountain west on day 2. Pressure 
gradients began to increase (n01t h to south) as ridging developed over the Pacific 1 orthwest behind this 
front. By day 3, a strong surface low developed along the front (over northeast evada-southwest Idaho). 
Pressure gradients remained fairly stTong, early, but were more west to east (onshore). By day 4 , this low 
had begun to fill , with weaker pressure gradients prevailing. Another surface low then developed to the 
north, near Vancouver Island, further weakening pressure gradients and turning winds along the northern 
California coast to the south-southwest. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of Wind Speed and Wave Height: Figures 3f(7) and 3f(8) show the 
· harmonic analys is results for wind speed and wave height for this event. Diurnal tendencies for both wind 

speed and wave height for this four-day event were quite weak, wi th less than 2 percent of the overa ll 
variance explained by the first harmonics (period = 24 hours). As the pressure gradients weakened and the 
event subsided on days 3 and 4 though, diurnal trends increased, with about 62 percent of the variance 
explained on each of those days. Overall, the time of peak wind speed amplitude occurred at about 06Z 
(2300 PDT) and the minimum occurred at 18Z ( II 00 PDT). Concerning wave heights, days I and 3, just 
before and after the peak wave height build-up, showed the strongest diurnal tendencies, with about 60 
percent of the variance explained on those days. The overall peak wave height amplitude occun ed near 
OOZ ( 1700 PDT), with the minimum about 12Z (0500 PDT) . 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Figure 3f(9) shows wind speeds along with the pressure gradients 
between buoys #46022 (120 miles no rth) and #46014 for this event. The 22- 14 gradients provided a strong 
initial signal to the rising winds. About 6 hours prior to the first strong wind increase on day I, 22-14 
gradients rose steadily, from 1.3 mb to 6 mb, peaking about 4 hours before the first wind peak around 24 
knots. Gradients (22-14) and wind speeds then began to slowly decrease overnight on day 2. These 
pressure gradients did not appear to offer an advance indicator of the second wind speed rise (from 20 to 32 
knots later on day 2). Although 22-14 gradients did increase steadi ly during th is subsequent rise, the wind 
speeds in this case acn~ally preceded the gradient increase by about 2 hours. They did appear to signal the 
rapid decrease in winds, though. begi1ming on day 3. At 21 Z ( 1400 PDT), 22-14 pressure gradients peaked 
at 5.3 mb, then began a steady fall to near zero by late morning on day 3 (except for a temporary rise in the 
early morning of day 3). Wind speeds also began to fall beginning about 3 hours later, from the peak near 
32 knots to near calm by early moming on day 4 . 



(5) Upstream/Downstream Conditions: Data south of buoy #460 14 's location was not 
analyzed, so a description of downstream conditions is not provided here. To the north, (at buoy #46022), 
wind speeds during this event averaged about 13 knots, very close to average wind speeds at buoy #460 14. 
Peak winds were about 10 knots less than observed here though. Wave heights averaged 9.9 feet with 
dominant periods averaging 9.9 seconds. Waves at buoy #46022 were 14 feet or higher about 18 percent of 
the total time, with dominant periods of I O-Il seconds for waves in this height range. Given these 

. conditions, peak waves of 12-14 feet with periods of 11-12 seconds could be expected at buoy #460 14 (due 
to simple decay), with a travel time of about 7 hours. Assuming an average 20 knot wind for 24 hours, over 
a fetch of300 nautical miles (a reasonable assumption for this case), 6 foot waves could be expected to 
build. Given both of these (maximum) assumptions, the two would add up (using sums of squares) to 
about 15.2 feet, which is very consistent with conditions actually observed. 
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Figure 3f(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46014 (15- 18 July 1987). 
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Figure 3f(2). Wind speed and direction, buoy #46014 (15-18 July 1987). 
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Figure 3f(3). Surface analysis {left) and 500mb analysis (right), 15 July 1987. 
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Figure 3f(4). Same as Figure 3f(3), but for 16 July 1987. 
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Figure 3f(S). Same as Figure 3f(3), but for 17 July 1987. 
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· Table 1. Time of maximum amplitude and percent-variance explained by the fust harmonics of wind 
speed and wave heights, buoy #46014 (15-18 July 1987). 

Wind Wave 
Day Time (Z) Percent-Variance Time (Z) Percent-Variance 

Explained Explained 

1 121 8 32.7% 2012 60.1% 
2 1600 19.6% 1730 32.4% 
3 05 12 61.0% 0406 60. 1% 
4 03 18 62.7% 0512 16.3% 

ALL 0600 1.9% 2354 0.9% 
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Figure 3f(7). Harmonic analysis of wind speeds, buoy #460 14 (15-18 July 1987). 
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Figure 3f(8). Harmonic analysis of wave heights, buoy #46014 (15- 18 July 1987). 
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Figure 3f(9). Wind speed (#46014) and pressure gradients (#46022-46014 ), 15-18 July 1987. 
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g. Case #7. Rapid Rise: Buoy #46014 (15-17 September 1987). 

(1) Event description: Figures 3g(l) and 3g(2) show the wind speed, direction, and wave height 
trends for this case. This case is characterized by rapidly increasing wind speeds (up to 15 knots/6 hours, 
with directions primarily from the nOith-northwest) and ve1y rapidly building wave heights. Maximum 
wave height increases of9.2 feet/6 hours were observed, which represents the most rapid rise (over 6 hour 
periods) of any of the cases analyzed here. As described below ("Upstream Conditions"), this case appears 
to have had a significant contribution to wave heights from an external (distant) source. 

This event began with wind speeds between 5 and I 0 knots (from variable directions, generally 
northwest to north-northeast) and steady wave heights around 3 feet. Wind speeds increased rapidly 
ovemight on day 1, begitming about 04Z (21 00 PDT), rising to 20 to 23 la1ots by the following moming. 
Wave heights began to rise about 4 hours later, building rapidly to around 10 feet by 15Z (0800 PDT) the 
following morning, then continued to rise, peaking at 17 feet at 19Z ( 1200 PDT) on day 1. After holding 
nearly steady for about 8 hours, wind speeds rose further, peaking at 27-28 knots (peak gusts to nearly 40 
la1ots) between OOZ and 03Z ( 1700-2000 PDT) on day 2. Wind speeds then began a rapid decline 
overnight on day 2, falling to less than 5 la1ots (and becoming north-northeast) between 12Z and 18Z 
(0500-11 00 PDT). The rate of decrease of wind speeds during this time (nearly 17 knots/6 hours) was the 
most rapid (6-hourly) decrease of any of the cases evaluated here. Wind speeds rose again during the 
afternoon of day 2, but only to I 0-15 knots, then fell again to near calm by early morning on day 3. Wave 

. heights also subsided, but at a much slower rate, remaining above 10 feet through the early morning hours 
of day 3, then gradually subsided below 8 feet in the afternoon of day 3. 

(2) General Weather Situation: Figures 3g(3) tlu·ough 3g(5) show the surface and 500mb 
analyses for this event. An upper level trough was located along the west coast on day I , with a ridge near 
150° W. The upper trough shifted east (toward eastem Montana and Wyoming) through days 2-3, while 
the upstream ridge also moved east (to the Washington coast by day 3). A surface ridge had begun to build 
into the Pacific 1 orthwest on day 1, behind a cold front which was moving east across the northem Rocky 
Mountains. Pressure gradients increased rapidly through day I (see "Pressure Gradients," below), as the 
surface thermal trough intensified along the coast and the ridge to the north strengthened. On day 3, 
pressure gradients relaxed, as high pressure over the Pacific lorthwest weakened in association with a cold 
front approaching from the Gulf of Alaska. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of Wind Speed a nd Wave Height: Table 3g and Figures 3g(6) and 
3g(7) show the harmonic analysis results for wind speed and wave height for this event. While only 7.7 
percent of the wind speed variance was explained by the first harmonic (period = 24 hours), diurnal trends 
on individual days were much higher, ranging from 50 percent to about 85 percent (highest on day 2), with 
the overall maximum occurring about 04-0SZ (2 1 00-2200 PDT). Diumal wave height trends were also 
weak for the 3 day period as a whole, but strong individually on days I and 3 (74 and 67 percent of the 
variance explained by the first harmonic, respectively), with the overall maximum occurring near 21 Z 
( 1400 PDT). 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Figure 3g(8) shows the pressure gradient trends for buoys #46027-
46014 (27- 14) and for #46022-46014 (22- 14), along with the buoy #46014 wind speeds. The 27-14 and 
22-14 gradients began a steady rise 2-3 hours before wind speeds initially increased on day l. Wind speeds 
then generally followed the increasing pressure gradient trends, peaking around 12Z (0500 PDT) the 
following morning, then leveled off. The 27-14 gradients then began to fall, even as wind speeds again 
increased to 25-28 la1ots tlu-ough the late afternoon on day l. The 22-14 gradients did rise during the 
afternoon, but not until after the winds began to increase again. Wind speeds and pressure gradients then 
generally fell tlu·ough the remainder of the event, except on day 3 when a temporary rise occurred. Here 
again. though, pressure gradient trends lagged behind wind speed trends. Thus, while it appears that 
pressure gradients provided an advance indication of the initial wind speed increase, they were less 
va luable once the event was underway. 

(5) Upstream Conditions: Data south of buoy 46014 ' s location was not analyzed for this study, 
so a description of downstream conditions is not provided here. Upstream, at buoy #46022, winds were 
moderate, with peak sustained speeds of 21 knots (peak gusts to 27 knots). Wave heights reached a 



maximum of 17 feet (same as at buoy #46014 during this period). It is unlikely that waves as high as these 
could have been generated due solely to locaVregional winds, so there had to be some external contributing 
source. Dominant wave periods provided some indication of this. With other cases analyzed in this study, 
dominant periods were typically 8 to I 0 seconds, but in this case, dominant periods averaged 12 seconds, 
and were 14 seconds or longer nearly 40 percent of the time (at both #46014 and #46022). A similar set of 

· dominant periods was also observed at #46027 during this period, with wave heights up to 15.4 feet. The 
source of the long-period swell is unknown, but it is nevertheless significant that such large waves could 
occur at this time of year, given only moderate to briefly strong wind conditions. Assuming a 250 nautical 
mile fetch, with an average 20-25 knot wind over 24 hours (reasonable values for this case), waves of 7 to 
11 feet could be produced. In this case, though, waves from an apparently external source added several 
feet to what could have been expected to develop from purely locaVregional sources. 
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. Figure 3g(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46014 ( 15-17 September 1987). 
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Figure 3g(2). Wind speed and direction, buoy #460 14 ( 15-17 September 1987). 



Sep. 15, 1987 

Figure 3g(3). Surface analysis (left) and 500mb analysis (right), 15 September 1987. 
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Figure 3g(S). Same as Figure 3g(3), but for 17 September 1987. 



. Table 3g. Time of maximum amplitude and percent-variance explained by the first harmonic of wind 
speed and wave height, Buoy #460 14 ( 15-17 September 1987). 

Wind Wave 
Day Time (Z) Percent-Variance Time (Z) Percent-Variance 

Explained Explained 
1 1712 49.8% 1924 74.0% 
2 0424 85.4% 041 8 24.5% 
3 0518 67.0% 0648 67.2% 

ALL 0424 7. 7% 2118 5.2% 
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Figure 3g(6). Harmonic analysis of wind speed, buoy #46014 (15-1 7 September 1987). 
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Figure 3g(7). Harmonic analysis of wind speed, buoy #460 14 ( 15-1 7 September 1987). 
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h. Case #8. Rapid Rise: Buoy #46014 (24-30 September 1997). 

(1) Event description: Figures 3h( l ) and 3h(2) shows the wind speed, direction, and wave 
height trends for this case. This case is characterized by a rapid increase in both wind speeds (up to 14 
knots/3 hours, with directions primarily from the north-northwest) and ve1y rapidly building wave heights. 
Maximum wave height increases of7.4 feet/6 hours were observed (second-highest 6-hour rate of rise of 
the cases analyzed here). Over a 15-hour period, wave heights rose from about 7 feet to 19 feet, and 
ultimately to a peak of 19.4 feet, the highest overall wave height of all the cases analyzed here. 1 Similar to 

. the previous case, this event appears to have had a significant contribution to wave heights early in the 
event from an external source, likely a distant north Pacific storm. Hurricane" 1ora" was located south of 
Baja California early in this event, but based on the time of arrival of the initial long period swell (25 
seconds) at buoys along the California coast, it appears that the primary source was not "Nora," but a storm 
to the northwest of the region. The long period swell arrived at buoys on the northern California coast in 
the early morning on day I, and progressively later (by a few to several hours) at other buoys southward 
along the California coast. The second (larger) rise in wave heights in the middle of the event appears to be 
most closely related to an increase in coastal winds, due to the close similarity in wind speed and wave 
height trends, as described in more detail below. 

Wind speeds fi·om day I tlu·ough the morning of day 3 were no higher than 12 knots. Wave 
heights however, began to rise early on day I, from around 6 feet at 07Z (0000 PDT) to 12 to 14 feet 
between 0 I 2 and 032 (1 800-2000 PDT) on day 2. This initia l rise appears due primarily to an external 
swell source. Dominant periods, initially around 12 seconds through the overnight hours on day I, abruptly 
increased to 25 seconds between I 02 and 14Z (0300-0700 PDT) on day I. Wave heights then slowly 
subsided to around 8 feet through the afternoon of day 3, while dominant periods decreased to 14 seconds. 

At 172 ( I 000 PDT) on day 3, winds were calm. Through the afternoon and evening, wind speeds 
increased rapidly, rising to 20 knots by 052 (2200 PDT) on day 4. Wind speeds remained about 20-22 
knots overnight on day 4, then rose again to a peak of 26 knots with gusts to 32 knots at 0 I Z ( 1800 PDT) 
on day 5. Wave heights also rose rapidly (lagging behind the wind increase by a few hours), fi·om 7 feet to 

· 19 feet by 122 (0500 PDT) on day 4, as described above. In the early morning hours on day 5, wind speeds 
rapidly decreased, and generally were I 0 knots or less through the remainder of the event, except for a brief 
increase to around 15 knots overnight on day 7. Wave heights also steadily fell , though more gradually, 
from the peak of 19.4 feet on day 4, to below I 0 feet on day 6, and then to below 5 feet on day 7. 

(2) General Weather Situation: Figures 3h(3) through 3h(9) show the mean sea level pressure 
and upper air patterns for this event. Weak pressure gradients prevailed over the region on day 1, with a 
weak surface low just off the northern Califomia coast. A sn·ong ridge aloft was located over the western 
United States, with a deep upper trough over the Gulf of Alaska and a weak upper low off the central 
California coast. HwTicane " 1 ora" was located off the southem coast of Baja California, moving north. A 
similar surface and upper pattern prevailed on day 2, except that Hurricane " 'ora" had moved into central 
and northem Baja California, and was continuing on a northward track. By day 3, the upper trough over the 
northeast Pacific shifted eastward to the west coast, and an associated cold front had swept into the Paci fic 
Northwest. Hurricane "Kora" had continued to move north into the southwestern United States while 
weakening to a subtropical low. On day 4, pressure gradients increased, due to a strong surface ridge to the 
north (now having developed behind the cold front over the Pacific Northwest) and a thermal n·ough along 
the Califomia coast. Pressure gradients remained strong on day 5, with sn·ong surface high pressure over 
southeast Idaho, and a stronger thermal trough along the northem Califomia coast. Pressure gradients 
weakened along the coast on days 6 and 7, as another upper trough and a surface cold front approached the 
Pacific Northwest. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of Wind Speed and Wave Height: Figures 3h( I 0) and 3h(ll) show the 
harmonic analysis results for wind speed and wave height for this event. Except for days I and 5, wind 
speeds did not follow sn·ong diurnal trends for this event. Overall , only about 2 percent of the total 
variance was explained by the first harmonic (period = 24 hours). Wave heights, overall, did not show 
strong diurnal trends either. with less than I percent of the variance explained by the fi rst harmonic for the 

1 Wave heights at buoy 46022, II 0 miles north, reached 20.4 feet at 08Z (0 I 00 PDT), a few hours before 
the peak height at buoy 460 14. 



seven days as a whole. Individually, only days I, 6, and 7 had more than 50 percent (with a range of 67-73 
percent on these days). 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Figure 3h( 12) shows the pressure gradient n·ends for buoys #46022-
460 14 (22- 14), along with the buoy #46014 wind speeds. Pressure data from buoy #46027 was not 
available for this period. The 22-14 gradients remained weak from day I through the ftrst half of day 3, 
then began a steady increase in the afternoon on day 3. However, these gradients proved of linle value as a 
predictor, as the initial increase occurred simultaneously with the wind speed increase, and the peak 
occurred shortly after the wind speed peak. 

(5) Upstream Conditions: Data south ofbuoy #46014's location was not analyzed for this 
study, so a description of downsn·eam conditions is not provided here. As noted above, buoy #46022 ( II 0 
miles north) also experienced the same rise in wave heights (apparently from a distant north Pacific storm). 
Peak wave heights during the initial buildup on days I and 2 reached 17 feet (with 17 second periods a t 
time of peak height). The second wave height build up on days 3 and 4 reached 20.4 feet (again, with 17 
second periods at peak height). Wind speeds were moderate to (briefly) sn·ong on days 4 and 5, but less 
than at buoy #460 14 during this time (peak of21 knots sustained, with gusts to 25 knots). The wind speeds 
observed at buoys #46022 and #460 14 were not sufficient (given the limited fetch along the coast, with 
north to northwest winds) to generate waves of this height. 1evertheless, given the observed height and 
period values at buoy #46022, only about I foot of decay would likely have occurred in traveling 
downsn·eam (about 4 hours travel time) to buoy #46014. While the large waves from upstream obviously 
provided a major contribution to the conditions observed at buoy #46014, it is not clear what the ultimate 
source of these waves was. However, the wave buildup at buoy #46022 preceded the wind increase by 
several hours, so the source was clearly further upstream. Wind data further to the north (at buoy #46027) 
was not available during this time, however, so wave contributions from this part of the coast could not be 
evaluated. 
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Figure 3h(l ). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46014 (24-30 September 1997). 
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Figure 3h(2). Wind speed and direction, buoy #460 14 (24-30 September 1997). 
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Figure 3h(3). Surface analysis (left) and 500mb analysis (right), 24 September 1997. 
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Figure 3h(4) . Same as Figure 3h(3), but for 25 September 1997. 
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Figure 3h(5). Same as Figure 3h(3), but for 26 September 1997. 
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Figure 3h(6). Same as Figure 3h(3), but for 27 September 1997 . 
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Figure 3h(7) . Same as Figure 3h(3), but for 28 September 1997. 
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Figure 3h(8). Same as Figure 3h(3), but for 29 September 1997. 
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Table 3h. Time of maximum amplitude and percent-variance explained by the fust harmonic of wind 
speed and wave height, Buoy #4601 4 (24-30 September 1997). 

Wind Wave 
Day Time (Z) Percent-Variance Time (Z) Percent-Variance 

Explained Explained 

1 0900 58.4% 20 18 66.5% 
2 2024 18.6% 1248 19.6% 
3 2148 8.8% 0948 34.1% 
4 1024 1.9% 1454 46.1% 
5 0542 77.9% 0624 46.4% 
6 151 8 13.6% 0600 72.6% 
7 1212 27.5% 0736 67.2% 

ALL 0824 2.1 % 1106 0.9% 
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Figure 3h(10). Harmonic analysis of wind speeds (24-30 September 1997). 
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Figure 3h(ll). Harmonic analysis of wave heights (24-30 September 1997). 
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Figure 3h{l2). Wind speeds (buoy #460 14) and pressure gradients (#46022-460 14) (24-30 September 
1997). Zero-values denote missing data (gradients only). 



i. Case #9. Periodic Event: Buoy #46014 (11-18 August, 2000). 

(1) Event description: Figures 3i( I) and 3i(2) show the wind speed, direction, and wave height 
trends for this case. This 8-day event is classified as a "periodic event" due to its highly repetitive nature. 
Wind speeds and wave heights were moderate to (occasionally) hjgh, overall. Wind directions were very 

. consistently from the north-northwest (about 330 degrees), but tended to shift to the north during peak wind 
periods. Wind speeds on day I were light to moderate, no more than about 12 knots. Wave heights built 
steadily though, from 3 feet (initially) to 8 feet on day I. Wind speeds on day 2 were slightly higher, 
averaging about 15 knots, while wave heights continued to rise slightly, up to about 9 feet. Beginning on 
day 3 and continuing through day 7, the wind and wave pattems were strongly diumal in nature. Wind 
speeds were typically lowest, around 15 knots, in the late aftemoon (about OOZ, or 1700 PDT). Wind 
speeds typically increased abmptly each evening, to between 22 and 27 knots, peaking about 3 to 6 hours 
later, around 03-06Z (2 1 00-2400 PDT). In contrast to other events, whjch displayed a longer sustained 
rises in wind speed, the increases in this event were strongest over short periods, i.e. less than 6 hours. 
Maximum one-hour rates of rise were I 1.4 knots, among the most rapid increases of any of the cases 
analyzed here. Each day showed progressively rugher peak wind speeds, with an overall peak of27 knots 
(peak gusts to 32 knots) on day 7. 

Wave heights on days 3 through 7 followed a simjJar diurnal trend, driven primarily by the local 
winds. On day 3, wave heights peaked near I 0 feet at very nearly the same time as the maximum wind. 
On days 4 through 7, wave heights continued to peak at about the same time as the winds, and were 
progressively (slightly) rugher each day, with an overall peak for the event of 11.4 feet on day 7. After 
only a few hours (at most) near the peak, wave heights fell each day to about 7-8 feet, from early morning 
through afternoon. 

(2) General Weather Situation: Figures 3i(3) through 3i( I 0) show the sea level pressure and 
upper air patterns for this event. Overall, the surface and upper air patterns showed little variation tlu·ough 
the event. A weak upper trough persisted off the coast through the entire period, but intensified on days 7 
and 8, as an upper low moved southeast near the British Columbia coast. At the surface, high pressure 
persisted over the northeast Pacific, with an associated ridge (of varying strength) extending into the Pacific 

orthwest, and a thermal trough just inland from the Cali fornia coast. The event finally ended on day 8, as 
pressure gradients weakened due to a cold front approaching the Pacific 1\orthwest. 

(3) Harmonic Analysis of Wind Speed and Wave Height: Figures 3i( II ) and 3i(l 2) show the 
harmonic analysis results for wind speed and wave height for this event. Overall , only about 6 percent of 
the variance in wind speed was explained by the fust harmonic (period = 24 hours). This figure is 
(relatively) low, in part because of the overall increasing trends occurring on days I and 2, and also the 
decreasing n·end on day 8. Limiting the harmonic analys is to days 2 through 7, which showed the sn·ongest 
diurnal trends (time of maximum between about I OZ and 13Z), the overall percent-variance explained (first 
harn1onic) increased to 23 percent. This figure would likely be even higher if the wind speed increases 
were not so strongly focused on a few hours each evening. Similarly, the percent-variance explained by the 
fust harmonic on individual days appears deceptively low. Day 2 actually displayed the strongest percent
variance explained, about 81 percent. Days 3 through 7 ranged from 21 to 66 percent, but (again) these 
figures are lower because the sn·onger wind speeds are focused on only a few hours each evening. 
Harn1onjc analysis of the wave heights for this case showed similar results. Overall , only 5.6 percent of the 
variance was explained by the first harmonic. SimjJar to the wind speeds, this figure increased significantly 
(to 32 percent) when only days 2 through 7 were considered. Individual days ranged from 34 to 72 percent 
(all days), but as with the wind speeds, these figures would likely be higher if the daily wave height 
increases were no so narrowly focused on just a few hours each evening. 1\evertheless, the wind and wave 
increases/decreases clearly followed a sn·ong diurnal pattern. 

(4) Pressure Gradients: Figure 3i( l 3) shows the pressure gradients for buoys #46022-46014 
· (22-14), #4602 7-460 14 (27-14), and #46027-46022 (27-22), along with wind speeds at buoy #460 14 for 

this case. It is not known why the 27-14 pressure gradients (i.e. absolute value of the differences) are 
smaller than the other rwo sets of gradients, given that the distance between buoys is greater. Perhaps there 
was a pressure sensor calibration error at one of the buoys. However, the trends in pressure gradients are 
more in1portant (for purposes here) than the actual pressure values. 



The 22-14 gradients tended to provide the best indication of wind speed increases, rising strongly 
(except for minor fluctuations) each day several hours before the initial wind increases. Further upstream, 
the 27-22 gradients also tended to increase prior to wind speeds, typically by about 6-8 hours. The 27-14 
gradients, however, closely followed wind speed trends overall, thus providing little advance indication of 
increasing wind speeds. Regarding wind speed decreases at buoy #460 14, the 27-22 pressure gradients 
seemed to provide the best indicator that wind speeds were near their peak, with the gradient peak typically 
occurring a few hours prior to the wind speed peak. 

(5) Upstream Conditions: Wind speeds and wave heights upstream at buoy #46022 (110 miles 
north) were generally lower than at buoy #46014, averaging 9.1 knots (maximum 16.7 knots) and 5.2 feet 
(maximum 8.9 feet), respectively. At buoy #46014 during this period, wind speeds averaged 17.7 knots 
(maximum 27 knots) and wave heights averaged 7.9 feet (maximum 11.4 feet) . Given the wave conditions 
at buoy #46022, about 2 feet of decay could reasonably be expected from the peak wave heights there, 
resulting in waves up to about 7 feet arriving at buoy #46014, which is consistent with observed conditions 
(daily minimum wave heights at #46014 were about 7-8 feet for all but the first and last days of the event). 
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Figure 3i(l). Wind speed and wave height, buoy #46014 (11-1 8 August 2000). 
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· Figure 3i(2). Wind speed and direction, buoy #46014 ( 11 - 18 August 2000). 
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A n a . 1 1. 2 000 

Figure 3i(3). Surface analysis (left) and upper air analysis (right), II August 2000 . 
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Figure 3i( 4). Same as Figure 3i(3), but for 12 August 2000. 
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Figure 3i(S). Same as Figure 3 i(3 ), but for 13 August 2000. 
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Figure 3i(7). Same as Figure 3i(3), but for 15 August 2000. 
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Aug. 16 , 2000 

Figure 3i(8). Same as Figme 3i(3), but for 16 August 2000. 
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A u g . l 7, 2000 

Figure 3 i(9). Same as Figure 3i(3), but for 17 August 2000. 

Aug. 18 , 2000 

Figure 3i(1 0). Same as Figure 3i(3), but for 18 August 2000. 
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Figure 3i(13). Wind speed (buoy #460 14) and pressure gradients (buoys #46027-46022, #46022-460 14, 
and #46027 -46014 ), 11-1 8 August 2000. Zero-values denote missing data (pressure gradients only). 


